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DoD Utility Infrastructure
Briefing for the
House Committee on Armed Services
Pursuant to HASC Report 115–200, pages 320-321

The estimated cost of this report or study for the Department of Defense is approximately $2,820 for Fiscal Year 2018. This
includes $10 in expenses and $2,810 in DoD labor.
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Congressional Request
Sustainment

• HASC Report 115–200, pages 320-321 requests the
Secretary of Defense, in coordination with the
secretaries of the military departments, provide a
briefing that:
“shall address the process used to identify utility
infrastructure investments required to support a military
installation, how the development of those requirements is
coordinated with local municipalities, and how the
Department makes a determination to carry out a military
construction project or enter into an agreement with a local
municipality or private partner to meet the installation’s
requirement.”
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Overview
Sustainment

•

In general, the Military Departments use their installation master plans and facility inspection
results to identify utility infrastructure requirements.

•

Military Department requirement processes may consider three utility infrastructure investment
strategies:
o

Military Construction Appropriation: specific project requests to construct new or replacement utility
systems. The Military Department then maintains and manages the system.

o

Utility Privatization: The Military Department conveys a utility system, in whole or in part, to a non-Federal
entity. The follow-on service contract requires operation of the system and may require upgrades and
modernization of the system as a service cost. Such contracts may be for up to 50 years. (10 U.S.C. 2688)

o

Intergovernmental support agreements (IGSA): The Military Department contracts, on a sole-source basis,
with a State or local government for the provision of various services and supplies so long as the supplying
entity already contracts for such services and supplies for itself. Such contracts may be for up to 10 years.
(10 U.S.C. 2679)

•

Military installation differences in size, location, and mission, may drive the Military Department’s
approach to utility infrastructure investment.

•

The following slides provide the Military Department processes and considerations used in
determining which utility investment strategy to pursue. Key factors include mission criticality and
long-term maintenance of the system.
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Guidance Received

FY2018 NDAA, House Report 115-200 (HASC), pages 320-321
Wastewater Treatment Infrastructure: “The committee notes that the budget request includes a
number of military construction projects to provide potable water and wastewater treatment
infrastructure to support military installations. The committee notes that the military departments
have leveraged existing authorities to enter into intergovernmental support agreements with local
municipalities as well as utilizing the Utility Privatization authorities to provide utility services to
military installations. The committee has been supportive of the use of these authorities, and notes
that they provide opportunities for military installations and neighboring communities to work
together to provide mutually beneficial utility services in a more efficient and cost-effective manner.
The committee believes that in certain cases, it may be in the interest of the military installation to
enter into mutually beneficial agreements with local municipalities to provide utility services, to
include water and wastewater. Therefore, the committee directs the Secretary of Defense, in
coordination with the secretaries of the military departments, to provide a briefing to the House
Committee on Armed Services not later than March 30, 2018. At minimum, the briefing shall
address the process used to identify utility infrastructure investments required to support a military
installation, how the development of those requirements is coordinated with local municipalities, and
how the Department makes a determination to carry out a military construction project or enter into
an agreement with a local municipality or private partner to meet the installation’s requirement.”
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Key Strategic Points

“Soldier readiness starts at home, on top-quality Army installations”
- Chief of Staff of the Army, GEN Mark A. Milley
• The Army strategy is to focus utility investments
to support its critical missions by replacing
deficient systems with modern, efficient, and
resilient utility infrastructure.
• The Army uses Utilities Privatization (UP) as an
effective tool to recapitalize basic infrastructure at
the core of energy and water security. UP
leverages industry expertise and financing to
upgrade and sustain utilities for safe and reliable
mission support.

Hurricane

Flood

Tornado

Aging Infrastructure

• UP acquisition uses open competition to provide
best value, and reaches out to local utility service
providers to encourage their participation.
• Recurring adequate and predictable funding is
needed to reduce risk and maintain the Army’s
critical infrastructure.

Domestic Risk

Cyber Threat
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Utility Systems Condition

Army Utility Condition

Army Reserves
(58 systems)

Active Army
(562 Systems)

Active Army + Reserves
(620 systems)

Source: Installation Status Report (ISR) FY17 – 4th Quarter
“Adequate” = Q1 or Q2 rating, and “Deficient” = Q3 or Q4 rating
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Utility Investment Strategy

UP is the Army’s only tool that provides both utility service restoration and sustainment
Service Capability:

UP

MILCON

IGSA

Army-Owned

Capital Upgrades





NO

limited

O&M Services



NO



partial

Sustain & Renew



 partial

 maybe

NO

Transfer Liability



NO

NO

NO

Private Financing



NO

 maybe

NO

 UP yields best-value through open competition to both upgrade the entire utility system and
sustain full service capabilities, with average 28% life-cycle cost avoidance.
• MILCON offers a one-time fix for major components, but utilities are not a priority for use of
limited funds, especially since UP yields lower cost and private financing. Army only uses
MILCON for exigent utility deficiencies, or as a contingency option, in case UP fails to award.
• IGSA (Inter-Governmental Support Agreement) is not a comprehensive or long-term service
solution, but may offer short-term value with less capital investment and a shorter term
commitment than UP contracts.
• Army-Owned O&M services are under-funded and investments are minimal.
Army will use Business Case Analysis in future reviews to verify UP as the best tool.
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Decision Process

Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Energy is the Army’s exclusive agent for new UP acquisition under 10 USC 2688

Strategic Investments for Critical Missions

Prioritize UP
Investments

• Mission criticality, energy & water security gaps
• Utility condition ratings & commodity costs
• Risks to life, heath, safety, environment
Correct deficiencies &
modernize capabilities

UP
Schedule

Develop UP
Requirements

Select UP or other program to add
energy & water security features

Yes

UP
?
No

Consider local utility
service provider

Program
Coordination

Consider solesource negotiation

DLA contacts local provider before UP solicitation,
and reaches out again if open competition fails.

MILCON funds
may be added to
UP in furtherance
of conveyance
per 10 USC 2688

MILCON
MILCON
Funds ?
1391
MILCON project may be developed, but is often a
low priority, pending completion of UP evaluation
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Utility Service Options

Consider local utility service provider for sole-source negotiation

UP
Schedule

Develop UP
Requirements

MILCON
Funds ?

Consideration of local utility service provider may take several forms:
• Utility Conveyance with a Utility Services Contract using 10 USC 2688 authority. Normally

UP acquisition is competitive, but sole-source negotiations may be may be appropriate with the local, existing
service provider; e.g. additions of Henderson Hall and Arlington Nt’l Cemeteries to Dominion UP contract.

• Utility Services Contract (without conveyance). A tariff-rate commodity contract (GSA or other)

may provide new service lines up to each building, effectively privatizing; e.g. Watervliet gas lines and
commodity services. At Aberdeen Proving Ground, capital contribution to the county supported their ability to
provide firm water capacity at a lower rate, which will allow Army to abandon its water treatment plant.
Bidders have the option to propose a tariff-rate in response to a UP acquisition done under 10 USC 2688.

• Divestiture (without a Utility Services Contract). Army divested of off-post water lines near Sierra

Army Depot. MILCON funds were contributed to support deficiency corrections, including treatment for high
arsenic levels.
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Summary

•

Reliable basic infrastructure is the foundation of energy and water
security that supports Army Installation readiness.

•

UP is the Army’s preferred capital reinvestment strategy to target
the most deficient utilities and critical missions. UP transfers
ownership and liability, allowing Army to focus on core functions.

•

Local service providers are considered in developing utility
requirements. They are encouraged to participate in open
competition or to partner with other providers to meet the full
range of mission requirements.

•

Predictable, adequate, sustained and timely funding is
necessary to restore capability and modernize deficient
infrastructure.
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Department of the Navy’s
Response to Congress
Utility Infrastructure Investments
12 July 2018

Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Energy, Installations & Environment)

Navy Utility Infrastructure
Investments
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This briefing contains Planning, Programming, and Budgeting/Execution System (PPBE) data and is not to be disclosed outside the
Department of Navy (DoN) or other governmental agencies directly involved in the Naval planning and resource allocation process.
Disclosure of PPBE information to Congress and the General Accounting Office (GAO) is covered by statute or other procedures.

Navy Utility Infrastructure Acquisition
Processes
New base buildout - Shore Infrastructure Planning Process

New Requirement

Development of Comprehensive Master Plan guaranteeing sound overall
installation development
MILCON Planning Programming Process-Coordinates Planning and
Design (P&D) and services of utilities with local municipalities
Business Case Analysis conducted to assess Utility infrastructure
alternatives’ costs and benefits

Existing utility systems assessment processes

Recapitalization
via UICAP

Utility Infrastructure Condition Assessment Program
(UICAP) – Assesses condition and configuration.
Utility Risk Tool – Performs Risk Analysis assessing
likelihood and consequence of system failures
Utilities Mission Integration Group (UMIG) Prioritizes, Plans recapitalization projects
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CLOGGED WATER PIPE

Documented Processes that Evaluates Alternative Utility Infrastructure Models

Navy’s Investment Strategy
 Top – Down Driven with Programmatic Strategic Intent
 Risk-Based Focused on Probability and Impacts of Utility System Failures
 Established Governance & Processes via Utilities Mission Integration Group
(UMIG) to effectively prioritize Utility Systems Infrastructure Investments
 Includes assessment of alternatives to support “Investment Gaps”
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Utility Privatization (UP)
Government Owned Contract Operated (GOCO)
UT Service (Consecutive)
Base Operating Support (BOS contract)

Targeted
Risk-Based
Investments
Reduce Risk
to Navy
Mission
Targeting
Risk-Based
Investments,
yet Underfunding
Degrades
Overall
Condition

Alternative Water & WW Service model
concepts
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Criteria that govern alternative selection
 The alternative selection will be based on a cross –functional analysis of
how well the alternative addresses the key success criteria
• Customer Needs Or more specially, the customer’s unmet needs and how this

project can address those needs or requirements better than or in conjunction with
other alternative programs (system condition, resilience, reliability, efficiency,
cybersecurity)

• Business and Economic Considerations - The value proposition and

financial/budgetary impacts of the alternative; market potential; and
political/regulatory impacts (environmental, taxes, permits, allocations, etc.)

• Program Fit - Is the alternative the best mechanism to meet the needs and

requirements of the customer compared to other programs (Status Quo, upgrade
UMIG, MILCON/SRM, ESPC/UESC, 2679 Authority, EUL, Mods existing contracts,
other)?

• Strategic Fit -How does the alternative contribute to DON, Navy/USMC, NAVFAC,
CNIC, Installation strategic goals objectives?
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UP Program Approach
Three Phase Approach

Program Planning (CY17)

Strategic Program Plan: policies, structure, processes, resourcing, KPIs,
measures/metrics for success
 UP Playbook: decision making models, templates, BCA template

Pilot Program; evaluation of three pilot systems (CY18-20)
Test

Screening and selection processes; introduce a rigorous evaluation
Execute pilot projects for 3 systems; investigate effectiveness, efficiency

Refine
Update Business Management System
Acquisition plans and guidance; reduce time from initial assessment to award
Refine prototype models and templates; consolidate databases and supporting IT

Finalize Pilot System evaluations; award privatization contracts as
appropriate; Program Roll Out (CY19 and beyond)
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Living documents & tools leveraging best practices/lessons learned from sister
services & DLA enable a timely pilot project launch.

UP Project Evaluation Lifecycle
Stage 0

Candidate
Systems

Preliminary
Assessment
Needs
Desktop
Assessment
Screen

“Off-Ramps”

Stage 1

“Gate
Review”
Go/
No-Go
Decision

Initial
Evaluation

Stage 2

Database, Interviews, no Travel,
Harmonize with other Programs

Benefits of approach

Stage 4

Stage 3
Business
Solicitation
Case

Post-Award

18-20 Months*

1-3 Months*

RFP, EAs, Legal Due Dil.,
Negotiation, Award

Site Visit, Data Calls,
Stakeholder analysis

2-4 Weeks*

Stage 3

6-8 Months*

Synthesize data, Financial
Model, TDP; Enviro,
Economic
analysis, Stakeholder
engagement

4-6 Months*

Post-Convey inventory,
transition mgt, real est.
transfer

 Concepts developed to reduce risk via systematic & rigorous analysis with gate
reviews to decide additional resource allocations (continue or stop decision)
 Projects reviewed by cross-functional management (gate review)
Evaluation Process Adapted from leading industries for the UP product life cycle
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* Goals ~30-36 month cycle at program maturity ~36-48 months during program launch and refinement

Marine Corps Utility Infrastructure
Investments
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Marine Corps Utilities/Municipalities
Congressional Reporting Requirement
QUESTION: Address the process used to identify utility infrastructure
investments required to support a military installation.
ANSWER:
• The Marine Corps utilizes a variety of methods to identify utility
infrastructure requirements (and subsequent investment needs) to
include:
o Condition of existing utility systems
o Location of utility systems
o Base loading
o Mission requirements
o Naval Facilities Engineering Command Utilities System Assessments
o Other supplemental related engineering studies.
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Marine Corps Utilities/Municipalities
Congressional Reporting Requirement
QUESTION: How is the development of those requirements coordinated
with local municipalities?
ANSWER:
• Coordination with local municipalities on utility requirements depends on
the ability and capacity of those municipalities to support military needs
• Bases currently have a mix of utilities provided by local municipalities,
privatization of utilities, or in-house generation of utilities
• As an example, Camp Lejeune utilities requirements are supported in the
following manner:
o Water: installation produces and treats water on base via existing
water wells
o Wastewater: installation treats wastewater and approximately
250kgal/day of Onslow County’s wastewater
o Electricity: distribution is managed with installation forces while Duke
Energy provides the bulk of electricity to the installation
o Natural gas natural gas distribution lines are privatized
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Marine Corps Utilities/Municipalities
Congressional Reporting Requirement
QUESTION: How does the Department make a determination to carry out a
military construction project or enter into an agreement with a local
municipality or private partner to meet the installation's requirement?
ANSWER:
• The Marine Corps analyzes various alternatives in order to determine
whether to fund a military construction project, utilize a local municipality,
or utilize a private partner in order to meet installation’s utility
requirements
• Factors in the decision-making process include the following:
o Economic analysis
o Current provider of utility
o Location of requirement
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Headquarters U.S. Air Force
Integrity - Service - Excellence

Air Force Utility Infrastructure
Investment Process

Background


Air Force utilizes intergovernmental support agreements with
local municipalities when feasible, improving utility infrastructure



To date, Air Force has privatized 78 systems using 10 USC 2688
authority or commodity based contracts ($1.2B across FYDP)
 59 Active Air Force base systems (21E, 9G, 13WW, 16W)
 13 Air National Guard systems (6E, 5G, 1W, 1WW)
 6 Air Force Reserve Centers systems (4E, 1G, 1WW)



Use of specified MILCON is very limited for utility infrastructure
 No requirements identified in FY20-24 MILCON program



Facility Sustainment Restoration and Modernization are primary
funds source for utilities sustainment and capital improvements
 $92.4M in water/waste water; $218M in elec/gas in FY19
NOTE: E; Electric, G: Gas, W: Water, WW: Waste Water

Integrity - Service - Excellence
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Current Utility Infrastructure
Investment Process


Installation generated requirements
 Installations identify infrastructure requirements and
coordinate strategies for investment/recapitalization
 When feasible, Installation coordinates with local
municipality/utility for potential partnership opportunities
 In the past the Air Force focused on Utilities Privatization
(UP) as its primary tool for recapitalization. In accordance
with OSD policy and strategy, the Air Force is now
focusing on UP for mission criticality/resilience at priority
installations
 Absent opportunity for intergovernmental support
agreements or UP; installation plans and programs
requirements for submission onto the Air Force integrated
priority list for Sustainment Restoration and Modernization
(SRM) funding
Integrity - Service - Excellence
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Current Utility Infrastructure
Investment Process (cont’d)


Air Force Utilities Privatization
 Utilities Privatization competitive and sole source
acquisitions currently underway with anticipated award
decisions in FY19-22 for 28 systems
 6E, 1G, 10W, 11WW
 AF currently identifying future privatization initiatives-- FY23+
 AF developing strategy to balance the right investments for
the most “mission critical” systems using the right
execution tools

NOTE: E; Electric, G: Gas, W: Water, WW: Waste Water

Integrity - Service - Excellence
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Future Utility Infrastructure
Investment Process


AF is actively considering installation critical mission/prioritization in
accordance w/OSD efforts to ensure proper expending of resources



AF developing a model for prioritizing utility systems for recapitalization
and modernization





Mission criticality (risk to mission and mission assurance), cyber
security, and resiliency



Infrastructure condition, performance and commodity usage

AF will select appropriate execution vehicle to satisfy requirement


Intergovernmental service agreements



Other third-party financing



Utilities Privatization
Facility Sustainment, Restoration & Modernization




AF will need to balance increased utility funding required by
intergovernmental service agreements or utilities privatization with the
investments required from the AF facility operations account
Integrity - Service - Excellence
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Conclusion


Intergovernmental support agreements are considered when
evaluating infrastructure investments including potable water
and wastewater treatment infrastructure options



The Air Force is improving the model for prioritization of utility
investment and application of execution tools to leverage the
available authorities



The Air Force is currently assessing the highest priority utility
systems and evaluating execution tools based on criteria to
ensure the best available execution method is utilized



The Air Force will continue to partner with communities through
the Air Force Community Partnership Program

Integrity - Service - Excellence
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